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Abstract: The main purpose of this research is to study the effect of various types of venues on the
density distribution of residents and model check-in data from a Location-Based Social Network for
the city of Shanghai, China by using combination of multiple temporal, spatial and visualization
techniques by classifying users’ check-ins into different venue categories. This article investigates
the use of Weibo for big data analysis and its efficiency in various categories instead of manually
collected datasets, by exploring the relation between time, frequency, place and category of check-in
based on location characteristics and their contributions. The data used in this research was acquired
from a famous Chinese microblogs called Weibo, which was preprocessed to get the most significant
and relevant attributes for the current study and transformed into Geographical Information Systems
format, analyzed and, finally, presented with the help of graphs, tables and heat maps. The Kernel
Density Estimation was used for spatial analysis. The venue categorization was based on nature of
the physical locations within the city by comparing the name of venue extracted from Weibo dataset
with the function such as education for schools or shopping for malls and so on. The results of usage
patterns from hours to days, venue categories and frequency distribution into these categories as
well as the density of check-in within the Shanghai and contribution of each venue category in its
diversity are thoroughly demonstrated, uncovering interesting spatio-temporal patterns including
frequency and density of users from different venues at different time intervals, and significance of
using geo-data from Weibo to study human behavior in variety of studies like education, tourism and
city dynamics based on location-based social networks. Our findings uncover various aspects of
activity patterns in human behavior, the significance of venue classes and its effects in Shanghai,
which can be applied in pattern analysis, recommendation systems and other interactive applications
for these classes.
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1. Introduction

Mining Location-Based Social Network’s (LBSN) data for useful patterns and insight has become
an important and interesting topic among researchers in the recent decades. Because of the huge
number of applications based on LBSNs nowadays, an enormous amount of data is generated that is
analyzed for extracting valuable information particularly from a practical point-of-view e.g., in areas
including public transit flows, rout planning and disaster management [1]. The online features of these
applications encourage users to add and share their interests, activities, pictures, videos, etc. with their
friends within the network resulting in massive amount of data that enables scholars to identify user
activities and preferences more acurately through analysis. The online services provide and store
user information along with their real-time locations and the collected data is generally enriched with
metadata, text, multimedia and geo-locations that can be applied to perform further research regarding
several characteristics of human behavior. The datasets used in previous studies are either based on
manually collected datasets for population in different categories such as tourism or using LBSNs data
for the general population with no specific application areas. The rich contents of the LBSNs data
can prove to be an efficient data source for analysis of human behavior in multiple categories like
education, tourism, restaurants and traveling, if categorized properly. Therefore, in this research we
address the research gap of using LBSN data in multiple categories by demonstrating the distribution
and contribution of the data into ten different categories.

Various studies have been conducted for analyzing and modeling human activities from geo-data.
Most of the recent research to find the relationship and obtain patterns among users such as female
and male, educated or less educated classes and age groups utilize check-in data collected from
internationally renowned LBSNs like Facebook, Twitter and Foursquare [2–5]. Despite the exponential
growth of Facebook, Twitter, etc. worldwide, most of these LBSNs are blocked or have limited use
in China, therefore Chinese citizens tend to use national microblogs, i.e., Weibo (Sina Weibo) [6] and
hence, check-in data from Weibo may be suitable for LBSNs data analysis here in China. These patterns
include activity behavior, mobility and density, and also reproduce functional attributes in the city
as well as between different cities [7,8]. The word “Check-in” represents a user confirming her/his
location using an LBSN application by performing in an activity or sharing location with somebody
in a message [9,10]. Weibo stands famous not only in users, but also in researchers as they carryout
numerous types of studies for extracting valuable information from its geo-data e.g., some recent
studies are the analysis of road crashes in Shanghai [11], analysis of tourism hotspot’s attraction
features [12], investigating growth of urban boundaries of Beijing [13] and spatio-temporal analysis by
gender [14]. These studies are mostly based on check-in data analysis for particular users or specified
application areas like tourism, road crashes, estimating urban boundaries, spring-festival rush or
gender [15]. In order to gain more insights, there is a need to relate these spatio-temporal patterns to
the nature of venues from where the users check-in, and to the extent of our understanding, it has
not been discussed previously by other researchers. Therefore, we focused on three different aspects
of analysis on the Weibo’s check-in data for the period of one year i.e., 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017
from Shanghai city for uncovering spatio-temporal patterns with venue classification and density
estimation. So, the current study presents three key aspects of the analysis as our contribution to the
existing knowledge in this area of research.

I. Hourly, weekly and daily based (the study period of total 365 days) temporal [16].
II. Classification of the dataset and study 10 venue categories [17].
III. Spatial analysis for modeling and density estimation of each category for better understanding

of typical check-in concentrations based on each venue category, demonstrating the role of
venues in the diversity of users in Shanghai.

One of the most famous statistical analysis platforms among researchers, IBM SPSS Statistics 25
was used to carry out temporal analysis in order to uncover several patterns from the user data in “time”
that validates the feasibility of the data for further analysis by portraying common human behavior.
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We illustrate both statistical tables and graphical charts with detailed descriptions of the findings.
The check-in venue classification is done using information about nature, purpose and characteristics
of the physical locations in Shanghai and geo-information from the dataset providing baseline for more
specialized study in each category. The spatial analysis was done by using Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) through ArcMap of ArcGIS Desktop 10.7.1 with map data from OpenStreetMap (OSM) to show
the diversity of the check-ins and contribution of each venue category in city dynamics.

This following paper is organized as; Section 2 contains the related work on bigdata, LBSNs and
their important applications in different fields, and articles about the Weibo, Shanghai and China.
Section 3 provides an overview of dataset and methodology used for analysis. Section 4 covers the
findings and brief discussion of results, and, finally, conclusion of the study is in Section 5 with
future work.

2. Literature Review

The research in “Big data” analysis has increased exponentially in the past few years as
compared to other areas of Computer Science gaining tremendous attention among many research
communities. The term “Big data” and articles like “Big data is opening doors, but maybe too
many” [18] and “Big data: the greater good or invasion of privacy?” [19] gives the impression
of only volumes however, more elements have to be taken under consideration while defining
“Big Data” like behavior, complexity, structure, tools, techniques and technologies used to analyze
and process the enormous amount the data [20]. In this regard, the famous three “V’s” representing
dimensions of “Big Data” namely velocity, volume and variety of its contents were introduced by
Dumbill [21]. Although, Mayer–Schönberger et al. [22] highlighted key challenges of the “Big Data”
such as correlation as an alternative of causality, messy in place of clean and populations as a
replacement for sample data and Miller et al. [23] argued that “Big Data” is the data that cannot
be analyzed using tradition techniques and tools. However, Ovadia [24] proved and emphasized
on the significance of “Big Data” for librarians and social-scientists, arguing that “Big Data” is too
important to be neglected because most of the research in social sciences require huge amount of data
and enormous datasets.

“Big Data” analysis is an important research area and is considered as the center of many
research areas like space and time geography, human mobility, user activities and urban functionalities,
initially carried out with the help of statistical information based on interviews, surveys, travel diaries,
questioner and other manually collected datasets [25–27]. These methods may not be sufficient to find
the patterns in the data, hence the use of data from mobile phones, Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS), Smart-cards and location-based online applications contain data with geo-information that
are commonly used as efficient resources of data for such studies in recent years [28,29]. With the
rapid developments in mobile technologies and excessive use of portable devices, tracking users’
locations and activities became easier, for example, a dataset containing data of 100 thousand users
for six months was presented by Gonzalez et al. [30]. Although it included the approximate location
to the mobile phones’ base tower where the calls connected, the dataset proved to be effective in
approximating the places of users with marginal time, sub-sequentially applied in predictability of
user movements [31]. Zhu [32] reviewed various characteristics of GIS (Geographical Information
System) and its role in pattern extraction and urban studies by explaining how data can be used to
analyze and visualize the spatio-temporal features of recyclable waste, their collection and retrieval.
The modern digitized world enables researchers to organize analysis of human activities, patterns and
its relevant aspects quantitatively like social contacts, personal preferences and living area [33–35].
The research on user activities has been divided into three sections; location prediction, trajectory
mining and location recommendation by Fan et al. [36], emphasizing in recognizing the patterns user
activities and how can these benefit many application areas like traffic control, mobile marketing,
disaster relief, public health and city planning.
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There are several levels of “Big Data” processing, storage and analysis. At the organizational level,
an important field of “Big Data” is Business Intelligence (BI) which emerged in the late 1990s [37,38].
The BI support decision making process efficiently and effectively by reducing uncertainty through
forecasting, ad-hoc queries and reporting based on aggregation, managing structed and unstructured
data and systematic integration based on “Big Data” [39–41]. The BI systems are composed of multiple
tools like Data Warehouse for storing clean, accurate and detailed data from different sources and Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP) for real-time multi-dimensional analysis with operations including
filtering, aggregation, pivoting and roll-up and drill-down for details [42,43]. OLAP is recognized as
one of the most dominant and well-known tools for “Big Data” analysis for decision support in BI
systems [44]. BI, Data Warehouse and OLAP are very powerful tools dealing with vast amount of data
and various operations, and therefore are also a challenge due to the requirement of massive cost,
storage and computational resources [45].

Online Social Networks are proved to be the most significant sources of “Big Data” for the study
of human behavior as it has been used and growing rapidly in almost every part of the world [15].
Online services of the LBSNs let the users to post and share activities, interest, their locations and
therefore, generate large volumes of data which provides us the opportunities of conducting numerous
types of studies in various fields. The studies conducted on analysis methods for human behavior
are discussed in detail in articles [46–48]. Lindqvist et al. [49] investigated the use of LBSN which
is followed by many other research papers such as empirical studies and socio-spatial properties by
using LBSNs [3,15,50], and customized geo-social recommendation based on dataset from two separate
LBSNs i.e., Gowalla and Foursquare by Zhang et al. [51].

Similar check-in data from LBSN was used by Colombo et al. [52] to improve recommendation
systems for two cities of the United Kingdom by collecting frequent users at different venues. In a
detailed study conducted by Li et al. [53] which used Foursquare data consisting 2.4 million locations
from 14 countries for identifying the features behind popularity of the location. The results of the
study uncovered three core causes which influence the fame of a venue i.e., venue profile, venue age
and nature of venue. Another study on user behavior at different venue categories focused on “Food”
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia suggested that peoples are more interested to share their experiences while
visiting food venues [2]. Check-ins of about 19,000 Swarm users (Foursquare) from three mega cities,
i.e., San Francisco, New York and Hong Kong, was used to discuss associations between different
venues at different time of a day [54].

Numerous studies have been conducted worldwide to investigate various features of users
and check-ins from LBSN data like Foursquare and Twitter over the past few years and used these
features in a variety of fields like mobility patterns, venue categorization and urban planing and
development [55]. However, a famous LBSN in China named Weibo is used and proved to be efficient
for such kind of research. A study for Shanzhen organized by Gu et al. [12] used data from Weibo
to analyse attraction features of tourism attractions. Another study for human mobility and activity
patterns to analyse urban boundries for Beijing by Long et al. [13] also used check-in from Weibo.
Similarly, Shi et al. [55] utilized data from Weibo to study features of tourism sites and conducted
analysis along with sentiments from user opinions based on contextual information provided by the
LBSN. The check-in data from Weibo was also used Rizwan et al. [56] to investigate behavior and
gender differences of users in Shanghai. Similar data and KDE was used by Loo et al. [11] to study and
present spatial distribution of road crashes in Shangai, China. Our previous work in [57,58] focused
on behavior of male and female users to detect the number of male, female and check-in patterns
based on daily and weekly distribution of total Weibo users in Shanghai. Wu et al. [59] explored
the spatio-temporal analysis based on hours of the day and difference between weekdays/weekend
check-in patterns. Wu et al. [60] also covered check-in analysis around 21 famous lakes in Wuhan.
Muhammad et al. [61] carried out check-in analysis on weekend and weekdays with gender for
Guangzhou city.
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However, to the best our knowledge, there has been no research for the study area of Shanghai
including analysis of both spatial and temporal features, and to associate these features with different
venue categories based on check-ins from Weibo along with the contribution of these categories in
density estimation. The current study initially explores temporal patterns in order to demonstrate some
of the most common human behavior in association with nature of the venues, and finally estimate
the density of check-in data in different venue categories to show the contribution of each category in
overall intensity of users and dynamics of the Shanghai city.

3. Dataset and Methodology

3.1. Study Area and Datasource

The current study was based on data for a very famous city of China, Shanghai which is located
on the Yantze River between 30◦40′–31◦53′ N and 120◦52′–122◦12′ E with an area of 83592 km. It was
divided into one county and 16 districts namely; “Baoshan”, “Chongming”, “Songjiang”, “Changning”,
“Fengxian”, “Hongkou”, “Huangpu”, “Jingan”, “Jiading”, “Jinshan”, “Pudong New Area”, “Minhang”,
“Putuo”, “Qingpu” and “Xuhui” and “Yangpu” [56]. Shanghai is considered as an economic city with
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of about 2.7 trillion Yuan and an average growth of 7.4% in the last
5 years, connects China to the global economy. The average population of Shanghai in urban areas is
3854 people per square kilometers and with about 0.66 million annual increase, Shanghai became the
first in China and fifth biggest city in the world in population. The main factor in population growth is
the huge amount of migrants, about 39% of Shanghai’s total population in year 2010 [62]. The study
area is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Shanghai (the study area).

The dataset was acquired from one of the most dominant LBSNs of China called Weibo which is
hybrid of Twitter and Facebook (most popular LBSNs worldwide) launched on 14 August 2009. It is
a major microblog where users can share their opinions, preferences, activities, images, audio/video
messages and locations through writing posts, check-ins or communication with friends and family.
Weibo offers various kinds of geospatial infomation, three of the main resources are; sharing realtime
location, places mentioned in posts and user profile location. The total numbers of users increased
upto 500 million by the end of 2018, reaching monthly active users to about 462 million and daily
200 million [55]. This study is based on socially collected spatio-temporal check-ins from Weibo in
Shanghai for a period of one year i.e., 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017.

3.2. Data Collection and Preprocessing

The basic interest in using LBSN is sharing activities and comments, leading to create a new close
social friendship circle. This enables scientists to uncover various features of human behavior and
interests within the geo-data collected by these LBSNs. The data used in this study is acquired from
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such LBSN called Weibo. We used Weibo API (Application Programming Interface) based on Python
for data collection with check-ins in Shanghai city. It was collected during year 2017, consisting about
3.5 million total check-ins of approximately two million users. The collected data, initially downloaded
in Java Script Object Notation (JSON), the standard API Java programming format was changed to
Comma-Separated Values (CSV) with the help of MongoDB for current study.

The dataset was filtered for relevant data and remove anomalies, missing values and irrelevant
attributes. For more significant analysis, venues with more than one check-ins were considered.
The filtered dataset used in this study includes 441,471 check-ins by 144,582 users from 20,171 venues.
The sample of records contained in the final dataset is provided in the following Table 1.

Table 1. The sample of attributes in dataset.

User
ID Gender Check-in Date Check-in Time Location-ID Latitude Longitude Location

56xxx20 f 5/8/2017 2:23:12 B2xxx9A 31.29164 121.31098 Nanxiang_Hospital
16xxx62 m 4/27/2017 12:17:47 B2xxx93 31.314793 121.45629 Lingnan_Park
34xxx42 f 8/16/2016 15:44:45 B2xxx9B 31.281199 121.507732 Siping_Cinema
15xxx44 m 1/2/2017 15:22:32 B2xxx98 31.28861 121.537 Yanji_Library

3.3. Analysis Framwork

The data analysis has been divided into three parts; temporal analysis, venue categorization
with spatio-temporal analysis of venues and density estimation. Temporal analysis was performed
using descriptive statistics over time with SPSS to uncover different patterns in check-ins by users
at various hours, days and the whole study period of one year. One of the main reasons of such
analysis is to show the validity of the dataset by demonstrating some obvious human behaviors
such as less usage of LBSNs after mid night till early morning because of sleeping routine and more
check-ins after working hours and weekends because of more social activities during leisure time.
Additionally, some interesting patterns are uncovered for both male and female as all the descriptive
results include both genders represented in different colors.

The venues were classified by comparison of location names and geo-coordinates with the function
of physical locations within the city. The location names have been translated and extracted from
the Weibo dataset stated as “Location” attribute as shown in Table 1, and classified according to the
functions of these different venues such as a university has been added to “Educational” or a restaurant
has been classified as “Food” category and so on. These venues bare highest number of check-ins and
therefore, were considered frequently visited and famous locations in Shanghai. Each check-in was
added to the category that best suits the nature of the activity performed at that location e.g., food for
restaurants and entertainment for cinemas. The flowchart of our methodology is presented in the
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research methodology.
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The spatial analysis was carried out with the help of map attributes collected from OSM to observe
with geo-data on the map of the Shanghai city. The shapefiles of these map attributes were used
on ArcMap with build-in Python interface to investigate the density of overall check-ins and the
contribution of venue types in density estimation with default parameters of KDE in ArcMap. OSM is
a popular geo-information platform with multiple attributes, i.e., districts, streets, metro, etc., used in
geo-spatial modeling and research [63]. The KDE method is used for plotting more accurate and
smooth density. The KDE can be calculated using the formula at an (x, y) location to predict the density
(ArcGIS documentation), Equation (1).

Density =
1

(radius)2

n∑
i=1

[
3
π

.popi(1− (
disti

redius
)2)2
]

(1)

For disti < radius

where i = 1, . . . n are the input points, popi is the population field value of point i and disti is the
distance between point i and the (x, y) location. The density calculated using the above formula is
then multiplied by the total number of provided points needed to be calculated for each location [64].

4. Results and Discussion

There has been a rapid development in mobile technology, wireless communications, online and
location-based services in the past few decades. Therefore, services based on these elements i.e.,
LBSN such as Twitter, Weibo and Facebook, are drawing more and more scholars to analyze the
massive data collected by these services. The analysis proved to be very helpful to extract useful
patterns about crucial jobs like crises and disaster management, urban planning, development of
smart cities and other fields involving big data. This section discusses three different type of results;
temporal analysis, venue classification and density of check-ins with contribution of venue classes in
the density estimation.

4.1. Temporal Analysis

In this section, we discuss different patterns based on time in order to show the significance of
using the dataset starting with daily patterns, followed by weekly and then check-in patterns for the
whole year i.e., 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017. All the results represent male and female in different colors.
To demonstrate the most common human behavior (as mentioned earlier), we present the check-in
frequency over time in Figure 3.
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The above Figure 3a clearly shows the daily routine of common users, i.e., the frequency of
check-ins was significantly less after midnight till early morning, whereas considerably high in the
evening till late night. On the time scale of 00:00–24:00 h the frequency of check-ins was lowest at 05:00 h
and starts rising with reasonable number of check-ins at 09:00 h. After 09:00 h the frequency increased
gradually during the official working time and was highest after 17:00 h as users are free of work,
offices, educational institutes, etc., because this time is normally less busy and more entertaining and
gathering time of human life. The frequency reached its peak at 22:00 h and eventually declined for the
night because of the obvious sleeping routine of most people. This behavior was a little different from
the Melbourne, Australia, studied by Singh et al. [1], based on check-ins from Foursquare, suggesting
that the busiest time is 16:00 to 21:00. While it was much more like New York City, San Francisco and
Hong Kong, where most of the check-ins were performed between 16:00 to 20:00 [54]. To discuss the
weekly rhythm of users’ check-ins, frequency during the whole week is shown in Figure 3b.

The weekly patterns suggest an interesting fact that although both Saturday and Sunday were
holidays, still there were more check-ins on Saturday instead of Sunday. One of the reasons may be
because Saturday was followed by another vacation day (Sunday) so people do not have to worry
about waking up early in the morning and they can entertain and enjoy all day long till late night.
Besides this fact, the remaining days shows normal behavior, i.e., the check-in frequency was relatively
low and almost the same on all working days from Monday to Thursday, and increased on Fridays
followed by large number of check-ins during weekends. The total check-ins for the whole year
(1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017) in Shanghai are shown in Figure 3c representing the frequency of check-ins
for both male and female during the study period.

It can be observed that there were minimum check-ins during February, revealing a very interesting
fact about the Shanghai city, i.e., the large number of migrants move back to their home cities during
the famous Chinese Spring Festival and Chinese New Year. These migrants were 39% (in 2010) of
its population, so the movement is considered the greatest human migration on planet earth [65].
The frequency was also low during summer vacations in July, following the same trend. The frequency
was highest in April, this may be because of the two mega and famous events in 2017, namely Shanghai
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Film festival and Formula 1 World Championship. Other contributing factors may include the weather,
Qing Ming Jie holidays or cherry festival [17].

4.2. Check-in Venue Categorization

The main edge of LBSNs data usage is identification of the check-in location as every check-in
has geo-coordinates recorded in the meta-data. With these geo-coordinates, we can recognize the
activity performed at a location and its function as each of these check-ins has the latitude/longitude
of an actual location stored in LBSN such as Weibo [66]. The latitude and longitude can be plotted
on a geo-reference map to pinpoint the exact location of every check-in which provides the means of
extracting information about the function of the venue visited by users. In this section, we categorized
these venues according to their functions and types of activities relating to that specific venue.

The most general types of classes have been used for venue categorization containing 10 venue
classes namely “Educational”, “Entertainment”, “Food”, “General_Location”, “Hotel”, “Professional”,
“Residential”, “Shopping & Services”, “Sports” and “Travel” by comparing the latitude and longitude
with function of the locations within Shanghai. Most of these category titles are self-explanatory but the
“General_Location” include places like temple, church, waiting bridge and mosque and “Professional”
category include venues of hospital, police station, bank, court, factory and industry. The detailed
characteristics of dataset based on the venue categorization are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Attributes of categories.

Category Number of Locations % Total Check-ins Average Check-ins by Location
Gender

Total Number of Users
Female Male

Educational 2535 12% 52,645 20.76726 11,948 6955 18,902
Entertainment 2547 19% 79,471 31.20181 16,750 7964 24,714

Food 2675 4% 22,747 8.503551 3235 1746 4981
General_Location 1119 8% 23,033 20.58356 5280 3084 8364

Hotel 1101 4% 16,568 15.04814 3189 2523 5712
Professional 3030 7% 40,527 13.37525 7760 5264 13,024
Residential 2945 24% 98,221 33.35178 19,491 11,919 31,410

Shopping & Services 2263 12% 62,155 27.46575 16,494 7310 23,804
Sports 594 4% 19,590 32.9798 3309 3165 5474
Travel 1362 7% 26,514 19.46696 4728 3469 8197

The total check-in venues considered in this study were 20,165 which were classified based on the
criteria yielding the above check-in’s and user’s records.

The total check-ins in “Residential” category was greater than all other categories while “Hotel”,
“Food” and “Sports” have minimum check-ins. It is interesting to observe that although the number of
locations in “Professional” was more than every other category, but check-ins and users in “Residential”
was more than the double of check-ins in “Professional” category. Similar patterns were observed
in “Educational”, “Entertainment”, “Shopping & Services” and “Food” categories i.e., the number
of venues was almost the same, but the check-ins and users were significantly different in numbers.
This reveals an interesting point, i.e., in the second case, it was an obvious fact that people tend to use
LBSNs more frequently while having a good time at “Entertainment” and “Shopping & Services” venues
e.g., concerts, parks and shopping malls. Similarly, they use LBSNs more at their homes as compared
to being at work or professional places, such as instance, hospitals and courts, which represents similar
pattern observed in Melbourne [1], New York City, San Francisco and Hong Kong [54]. The overall
statistics of the venue categories is provided in Figure 4.

In order to gain more insights about the contribution of these check-in venue categories, we expand
our study of categorization with respect to time, week and date as shown in the Figure 5.

The category-wise temporal analysis shows some common behaviors like decline of check-ins
frequency in vacations and spikes in almost all categories after vacations in April, along with
uncovering that winter vacations (Chinese New Year and Spring Festival) do not have that much
effect on “Entertainment” and “Shopping & Services” categories as compared to winter vacations as in
Figure 5a. The Figure 5b indicates that the check-ins in “Residential” category start rising earlier in the
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morning and start declining later at night as compared to other categories (as expected), additionally
other categories start declining after working hours but “Entertainment”, “Shopping & Services”
and “Residential” check-ins are at peak after working hours until midnight. The weekly analysis in
Figure 5c represents that weekends have significant effect on “Professional” category as the check-ins
was minimum on weekends and on “Entertainment” and “Shopping&Services” as they were at peak
on weekends.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 17 
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4.3. Density Estimation

Spatial analysis is carried out by density estimation of check-ins on geo-referenced map of Shanghai
using map features of OSM i.e., city boundaries, district boundaries, Shanghai metro, highways, etc.,
enabling us to easily recognize various locations on the map. KDE has been implemented in order to
model more accurate and smooth density all over the study area as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Overall Density of Check-ins.

The above figure exhibits the density representing the distributions of check-ins in various regions
of Shanghai over the map. The highest density is shown in red color while yellow represents the
intermediate density that progresses to the base color with minimum density as we are interested in
highlighting and analyze the behavior, and concentration of users in the current study. It can be seen that
check-ins in “Hongkou”, “Huangpu” and “Jingan”, considered as the city-center (commercial center)
of Shanghai, have more density as compared to other districts including, “Baoshan”, “Changning”,
“Fengxian”, “Jiading”, “Jinshan”, “Minhang”, “Pudong New Area”, “Putuo”, “Qingpu”, “Songjiang”
and “Yangpu”. However, even in other districts, the density was higher near the city center and
minimizes as we move to away to the far places. The main reason was that the city-center in any big
city is more developed with facilities in almost every aspects of daily life such as transport, government
offices, food, shopping malls and nightspot life. In addition, we can observe high densities in some
diverse areas mainly due to the diversity of parks, residential apartments and educational institutions
in the city. The high density can also be observed in the area near to Shanghai Metro because of the
convenience in traveling and moving around within the city.

In order to unveil insights about the effect of activities in different venue categories on the diversity
of check-ins, we plot the density of each venue category in Figure 7.

It can be observed from the above Figure 7a–c that check-ins in “Educational” and “Food”
were more concentrated as compared to “Entertainment”, suggesting that users visited variety of
“Entertainment” venues but went to preferred “Food” venues, and specific “Educational” institutions.
Similarly, in Figure 7d,e “General_Location” were more diverse as compared to “Hotel” because
they were situated at specific places in the city. It was a common behavior that people barely used
LBSNs from “Professional” locations, similar patterns can be seen in Figure 7f having the most average
density unlike to all other categories. On the other hand, because of the huge residential apartments
in the mega city of Shanghai, Figure 7g demonstrates highly concentrated density of check-ins in
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“Residential” category. The “Shopping & Services” in Figure 7h (substantial check-ins) and “Sports” in
Figure 7i (less check-ins) show diversity in density of check-ins representing interest of users to explore
different shopping sites and different kinds of “Sports” venues. The “Travel” category in Figure 7j
however, displays the density of check-ins alongside metro lines and metro/bus stops. The concept of
chrono urbanism emphasize on building a “time-based urbanism” for efficient reach of verity of urban
functionalities especially with respect to time. Easy access to different kinds of resources to enable the
optimal situation of social, technical and aesthetic functions within the city [59]. The density of different
venues in particular areas shown in 7 represents the same behavior required for smart urbanization.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Category-wise density; (a) Educational; (b) Entertainment; (c) Food; (d) General_Location;
(e) Hotel; (f) Professional; (g) Residential; (h) Shopping&Services; (i) Sport; and (j) Travel.

The contribution of each check-in venue category to the overall check-in density of Weibo data in
Shanghai can be elaborated as the locations in “Educational”, “Food”, “Hotel”, “Professional” and
“Travel” categories mainly accounts for the concentration of density to these specific places while
locations in “Entertainment”, “General_Location”, “Shopping & Services” and “Sports” adds diversity
of check-ins in low density areas as observed in Figure 7. However, the fact remains the same that
city-center has a more concentrated and denser density as compared to suburban areas. Apart from
these specific spatial and temporal patterns, the results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of Weibo as an
LBSN dataset by showing the significant contribution of each venue category to the concentration and
diversity with respect to time and space, of Shanghai as an example of modern urban city. This gives
us the opportunity to use LBSN data as an efficient source of big data analysis instead of the manual
data collection, in multiple fields provided the dataset is properly classified into different categories.

5. Conclusions

The check-in data from Weibo for one year (July 2016 to June 2017) was used for spatio-temporal
analysis to explore various patterns in different activity categories in Shanghai. The research included
analysis of check-in behavior based on time (daily, weekly, annual), check-in venue categorization
and temporal analysis of those categories, and the density estimation of check-in data along with
the contribution of each check-in venue category in the density. Temporal analysis revealed very
interesting patterns such as nearly zero social activities after midnight in a mega city, Shanghai,
and maximum social activities on Saturday rather than Sunday. Another key behavior uncovered
was the significant effect of vacations and mass migration on the check-in frequency resulting in
minimum number of check-ins during this period. The check-in venue classification provided insights
about the users of LBSN i.e., maximum number of check-ins from residential, entertainment and
shopping areas as compared to check-ins from other venue categories, and an additional fact that
shopping and entertainment are not affected that much by summer vacations, Spring Festival or
Chinese New Year. The results of density estimation demonstrated that the maximum check-ins
are performed at city-center as expected because there is much higher availability of resources. It is
further concluded from the findings of modeling density of the check-in venue categories like those
containing professional and residential venues contribute to a more concentrated density while the
categories similar to shopping and entertainment extend the density of check-ins to suburban areas.
All these findings are based on check-in data from Weibo having multiple attributes for Shanghai city,
representing it as a chrono-urban adding to more accessible and welcoming city. The study can be
beneficial for in developing and development of smart city, recommendation systems, as well as LBSN
studies in specialized fields such as transport, tourism and food. There are several limitations to be
considered with the current study. Such as limited and maybe biased dataset because the only source
of data that has been used was taken from Weibo. This issue can be solved by combining it with other
data sources such as WeChat, TripAdvisor and/or other LBSNs in order to obtain more accurate sample
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sizes and variety of data. In addition, although the data was reviewed, translated and filtered with
intension to eliminate non-significant or irrelevant data for the study, it is likely that some data may be
missing during this analysis. In future, further research can be carried out by comparing datasets from
different LBSNs or from same LBSNs for different cities, or even different countries to explore cultural
differences within those cities/countries.
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